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Others: Strange's elemental energy manipulation has been demonstrated to be akin to that of a Time Lord, as once he had
mastered the "breath of life" aura, he was able to interrelate with all sorts of elemental beings. [64] Though traditionally
regarded as "earth-bound" sorcerers, Strange showed an ability to use his "vault" to affect the energies of the sun, the

stars, and the earth. [117] The strength of this power was demonstrated when Strange successfully used it to reverse the
effects of the Ravencroft experiments on the Mindless Ones. [122] Defects: Strange's human mental faculty is obstructed
by the skull of the Eye of Agamotto, which he has been forced to wear ever since Dormammu destroyed the Ancient One.
[80] As a result, Strange's thoughts are not his own, and he is referred to by several alternative names including Doctor

Strange and the Hood. [57] To combat the threat that Ultimate Kang the Conqueror posed to world peace, Doctor Strange
used the power of the mystic arts to create a triple-sphere assembly called the Celestials. Using the Elders, the Celestials

created the Nine Realms, each controlled by a powerful wizard. When Kang attacked the Nine Realms, Doctor Strange
teleported Kang to the dimension of the Void to be condemned to the cosmic prison called the Beyond. The Nine Realms
were then placed into a protected standstill until they could receive a message from the Celestials on how to best answer

Kang's threat. Under the orders of Doom, Strange was to summon the Ancient One, who was a mystic master of earth
plane magic, to confront Kang. [121]
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Warpath: In A Dimension Elsewhere, Doctor Strange clashed with
Mephisto, who summoned him by mistake when he was in combat

with Heimdall and Loki. Strange defeated the demon, and was
trapped in Mephisto's empty dimension. He was then rescued by

Odin, who returned him to Earth-616, having learned that Mephisto
was in league with the demonic incursion into Earth-616. [121]

Darkhold: Doctor Strange was in New York when the Darkhold first
appeared. The character, Marcus Lindström, opened the book and

was nearly killed by a demon summoned by the book, and was later
saved by the Avengers. Because the book was enchanted, he could

not destroy it. [122] To remove the problem of cosmic radiation,
Strange often resides on one of the many moons in the outer solar
system that are free of harmful cosmic radiation. These include the

red star-like moon Cleaves as well as the green-hued moon of Saturn,
which contains toxic air composed of toxic mixtures of gases called

gas giants. Strange went to investigate a murder committed by Wong.
There Strange received help from the Wandering Celestial, who
offered to guide the Sorcerer Supreme to his homeland in Tibet.
Wong's only help was his mad Tibetan servant, the Ancient One.
Strange followed the Ancient One along the Yellow Path to Tibet

where they encountered a banshee named Monica. Monica tried to
destroy the Traveller's party, but Strange saved her and gave her his

protection. Strange was almost killed by a mysterious traitorous
changeling army on the continent of Altered Continents. They sent

some demonic mind-controlling virus to infect Strange, taking control
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of Doctor Strange. The Ancient One used her powers to defeat them
in turn, but failed to locate Strange's whereabouts. Strange decided to
travel to the labyrinth-like realm of the Hellfire Club where they were
attacked by Hellfire Commander Letho. Strange managed to reclaim
control of his body, but was rescued by the Wandering Celestial. He

was then reunited with Wong, who then told him about the Diabolical
Prize. Strange and Wong returned to New York City where they were
attacked by Letho. Once again, Strange was rescued, but this time
from Wong's Other Realm by the Wandering Celestial. The two then
had a reunion with Wong's sister, Wong the Wongster, and Strange

met the first Eastern mystic he had encountered in the Realm
Between. The Wandering Celestial informed Strange that he had also

met Wong's father, Wong-San-Au, although he was no longer
associated with any Chinese cults. Wong-San-Au was a prominent

Chinese doctor and a descendant of the Wongs of ancient China. [32]
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